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Animals in the Jungle
CROSS STITCHPATTERN READY TO DOWNLOAD, DESIGNED BY Perrette Samouiloff

 

Mothers and baby animals have come together in this new Jungle cross stitch pattern designed by Perrette
Samouiloff.

 

Monkeys are swinging cheerfully from the vines, with Mum giving her baby a ride. Daddy watches over another and
the eldest is exploring further, having found some delicious fruit. Colorful parrots are perched out of their way,
while a pair of elegant black panthers, watch over their brood.

 

This scene full of tenderness is ideal for decorating a child's room, introducing the child very early to the diversity
of animal life in the wild. There is a matching piece, Animals in the Savannah, if you would like to stitch a pair.

 

The piece is cross stitched on a lovely marbled background in the Zweigart range, Vintage marble, that blends in
softly in the background. It can also be stitched on a white, pale blue, green or raw linen background.

 

A cross stitch pattern by Perrette Samouiloff.

>> see more animals patterns by Perrette Samouiloff
 

Chart info & Needlework supplies for the pattern:
Animals in the Jungle

Chart size in stitches: 140 x 150 (wide x high)

Needlework fabric: 32ct Zweigart Belfast Vintage Marble (7139)

>> View size in my choice of fabric (fabric calculator)

Stitches: cross stitch, three-quarter stitch, backstitch

Chart: color & BW, includes one-page overview for digital stitching

https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/perrette-samouiloff-animals-jungle-cross-stitch-xml-296_299-4066.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/perrette-samouiloff-animals-savannah-cross-stitch-xml-296_299_403-4067.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/animals-xsl-296_299_403.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/calculette-de-toile.php?products_id=4066&w=140&h=150


Threads: DMC

Number of colors: 17

Themes: monkey, parrot, panther, leopardus, jungle animals

 

>> see all exotic birds' patterns (all designers)

>> see all patterns with jungle animals (all designers)
 

All patterns on Creative Poppy's website are printable and available for instant download.

Link to the product

https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/exotic-tropical-bird-cross-stitch-pattern-xsl-207_409_607.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/savannah-jungle-animals-cross-stitch-pattern-xsl-207_594.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/perrette-samouiloff-animals-jungle-cross-stitch-xml-296_299-4066.html

